Using Widgets In Your Portfolio

WordPress widgets add content and functionality to your Learning Portfolio. Your template is “widgetized” in the footer and sidebar. Follow the diagrams and steps to understand the placement and adjust the settings.

Footer Widgets

Welcome to the Parsons Learning Portfolio!

Hopefully you've already begun the process of assembling the work that will tell your Parsons story. If you have questions...
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Read Before You Start!

By uploading files to a learning portfolio site to share with others, students are declaring that they created the content...
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Search Widget

Tag Cloud Widget

Text Widget
To adjust widget settings or add new ones, follow these steps.

**Step 1**

From the Dashboard click “Widgets” underneath the “Appearance” menu.

**Step 2**

Available widgets

Widgets placed in footer and sidebar.
Step 3

To activate a widget drag one of the widgets from the “Available” section to either the Sidebar or Footer.

Step 4

To change the order of your widgets in either the Sidebar or Footer, click and drag the widget name. The site automatically updates.
Step 5

To give your widgets headings, enter the text underneath the “Title” field.